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Abstract
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) an infectious disease caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) was first identified in 2019 in Wuhan, the capital of China’s Hubei province, and has eventually spread to the size of pandemic. This article points outs the facts of its epidemiology and management in a thoughtful, brief, palatable, revealing and innovative way. This article also discusses a few innovations which could make the environment unfriendly to SARS-CoV-2.
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Introduction
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection, was first identified in 2019 in Wuhan, the capital of China’s Hubei province, spread globally, declared pandemic on March 11, 2020.¹ Common symptoms include fever, cough, and shortness of breath. Muscle pain, sputum production, diarrhoea, sore throat, abdominal pain, and also loss of smell or taste occurs.¹ While the majority have mild symptoms, some progress to pneumonia and multi-organ failure. As of March 25, 2020, the overall rate of deaths per number of diagnosed cases is 4.5 percent; ranging from 0.2 percent to 15 percent according to age group and other health problems. The virus mainly spread during close contact and via respiratory droplets produced during coughing or sneezing. Respiratory droplets may be produced during breathing but the virus is not considered airborne. People may also catch COVID-19 by touching a contaminated surface and then their face. It is most contagious when people are symptomatic, although spread may be possible even before symptoms appear.² The virus can live on surfaces up to 72 hours.³ Time from exposure to onset of symptoms is generally between two and fourteen days, with an average of five days.⁴ The standard method of diagnosis is reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (rRT-PCR) on a nasopharyngeal swab. The infection
Corona virus (SARS-COV2) is the causative agent, its viability and virulence is important in transmission and disease severity. Can also be diagnosed from a combination of symptoms, risk factors and a chest CT scan showing features of pneumonia. Recommended measures to prevent infection include frequent hand washing, social distancing (maintaining physical distance from others, especially from those with symptoms), covering coughs and sneezes with a tissue or inner elbow, and keeping unwashed hands away from the face. The use of masks is recommended by some national health authorities for those who suspect they have the virus and their caregivers, but not for the general public, although simple cloth masks may be used by those who desire them. There is no vaccine or specific antiviral treatment for COVID-19. Management involves treatment of symptoms, supportive care, isolation, and experimental measures. The World Health Organization (WHO) declared the 2019–20 coronavirus outbreak as a Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC) on 30th January 2020 and as a pandemic on March 11, 2020. Local transmission of the disease has been recorded in many countries across all six WHO regions.

COVID-19 Epidemiology:

- Corona virus (SARS-COV2) is the causative agent, its viability and virulence is important in transmission and disease severity.
Figure 01: Viability of SARS-COV2 on different surfaces 11

- Connectivity (visitors to and from the country): The countries like USA, Italy, Spain which have greater number of people to tour in and out are more severely affected. Seven of the world’s least visited places are free of COVID-19 till date (April 2020).10,12,13
- Climate: During the initial international spread, the countries in temperate and tropical region which were in winter and spring seasons during the epidemic have been affected mainly. It looked like the virus replicated and transmitted better in the winter and spring of temperate region, winter of temperate region. The virus is viable for 3 hours in aerosol, up to 72 hours on plastic and steel, 4 hours on copper.11
- Culture: Ways of social greetings, occurrence and frequency of social and religious congregation mattered. The societies with more frequent congregation, contact greetings, high cultural activities have been affected more, so far. Art loving catholic Italians have been affected severely.14

Figure 02: COVID-19 cases and deaths (source: CSSE, John Hopkins University)

- Care: Quality of health care and quicker application of new therapeutics kept down number of deaths. High standard of the Germans and rapid decision in applying novel therapeutics by the Chinese kept and brought down mortality to relatively lower levels.11
- Co-morbidity: Control of co-morbidities like diabetes, asthma, ischaemic heart disease reduces the number of deaths. Co-morbidities increase infection rate, severity and mortality.16
- Co-infection: Control of co-infection like influenza, bacterial pneumonia by preventive measures like vaccination and therapeutic measures by antivirals, antibiotics reduces disease severity and the number of deaths.17
- Concentration of population and crowding: High population density and overcrowding should facilitate the spread of COVID-19. So far, till the beginning of April, 2020, Bangladesh and India remained counterexamples probably due to lower connectivity than the western countries.18
- Composition of population: Older persons have less functional reserve and weaker immunity. Italy has larger elderly population than the most of Europe and World who more likely to die of COVID19.14
- Control measures: Stricter and concerted control of transmission reduces spread of infection, which actually occurred in South Korea at an early stage and in China at a later stage.19,20
- Code-genetics, immunogenic memory: Spanish flu regions-USA, UK, Spain, Italy have larger number of cases. USA, UK having more recent past Chinese connection within the last century, have fewer deaths/cases than Spain and Italy. The Chinese cases and deaths are plateauing to a standstill as of the start of April, 2020.20
- Cost bear ability: Richer countries has less under-testing and under-reporting showing greater incidence more reflecting actual epidemiology.
• Comfort appliances: The climate congenial to the SARS-CoV-2 is also comfortable for human beings. COVID19 may transmit through air cooler, air conditioner, HVAC (heating, ventilating, air conditioning) system. This could be a cause of greater incidence in wealthier nations.

• Cold drinks and food: Soothing cold drinks and food may help the virus invade oropharynx.11

Management:
• Maintaining Social distance: Public gossip, discussion, contact team sports, physically collective recreational, educational, social activities should be avoided.21,22
• Minimum Moving out of home: People should go out only in need of living and sustenance, not for just wandering around.21,23
• Maintaining personal and hand hygiene: Secretions from nasopaharyngeal mucosa of one person should not be carried by air and hands to nasopaharyngeal mucosa of another person. Body secretions should not change biological surfaces before being washed out.21
• Early detection and isolation of cases: Clinical diagnosis confirmed by RT-PCR is the standard protocol.21
• In case of unavailability/unaffordability, serology may help >5 days post-
symptom onset. Symptoms may vary from none to malaise, fever, cough, sore throat, shortness of breath sometimes requiring ventilation. Children and youth with minimum symptoms could be the missing link to rapid disease transmission. A patient should be suspected of the disease on both symptoms-signs and contact possibility.24

- Masks for at least suspected cases: Droplet distance and quantity reduction from the source is much easier and cheaper than protecting many potential healthy targets.21,25

- Respirators, PPE: Must for the caregivers, sample handler (wearer’s body should only touch the inside of the PPE, glove touches patient, don it last, doff it first, respirator protect wearer, doff it last). Respirators (N95, FFP2) should be worn on social occasions by the individuals of the vulnerable group, and in close gatherings or risky contacts by all.21,25

- Prevention: Environmental- air ionizer, electrostatic precipitators (scope for innovation like “Will balloons in nylon net fixed to the floor of a hall room act as droplet catchers? Will the virus get killed more quickly in a greenhouse with copper floor and furniture?” should be kept in mind. We must minimize droplet and dust generation). Human- active: vaccines, a few in clinical trial, many in preclinical research; passive: convalescent antiserum may work.24

- Treatment: Supportive- adequate nutrition and hydration, oxygen ventilation etc. Have separate apparatus like nebulizer and oxygen masks. Specific- antiviral: Favipiravir, Danoprevir, Lopinavir/Ritonavir have had success, non-antiviral: chloroquine, hydroxychloroquine mainly inhibits cytokine storm. Co-infection, co-morbidity must be treated, people may die of these more than the disease.21, 24

- Research: Like all the simple organisms, this virus is easily replicable in the laboratories with current technology, so vaccines and antivirals are likely to come soon, trials would take time. Assimple organisms mutate easily, so we have to adapt and grow our knowledge.

- Telemedicine from specialist physicians could be as good as PPE protected consultation.22, 25

- Prevent panic, take caution, isolate with respect, protect yourselves.

Environmental innovations:

Air ioniser:

An air ioniser (or negative ion generator or Chizhevsky’s chandelier) is a device that uses high voltage to ionise (electrically charge) air molecules. Negative ions, or anions, are particles with one or more extra electrons, conferring a net negative charge to the particle. Cations are positive ions missing one or more electrons, resulting in a net positive charge. Some commercial air purifiers are designed to generate negative ions. Another type of air ioniser is the electrostatic discharge (ESD) ioniser (balanced ion generator) used to neutralise static charge.

Figure 04: Air ionizer and collection plate and the effect on the culture media on the right with no growth (source: Laboratory US department of Agriculture)
Air ionisers have been used to eliminate the occurrence of airborne bacterial infections and to reduce static electricity build-up in electronics. Air ionisers are used in air purifiers to remove particles from air. Airborne particles become charged as they attract charged ions from the ioniser by electrostatic attraction. The particles in turn are then attracted to any nearby earthed (grounded) conductors, either deliberate plates within an air cleaner, or simply the nearest walls and ceilings. The frequency of nosocomial infections in British hospitals prompted the National Health Service (NHS) to research the effectiveness of anions for air purification, finding that repeated airborne acinetobacter infections in a ward were eliminated by the installation of a negative air ioniser—the infection rate fell to zero, which was an unexpected result. Positive and negative ions produced by air conditioning systems have also been found by a manufacturer to inactivate viruses including influenza.

The SARS epidemic fuelled the desire for personal ionisers in East Asia, including Japan (where many products have been specialised to contain negative ion generators, including toothbrushes, refrigerators, air conditioners, air cleaners, and washing machines). There are two types of ionic air purifiers, the fanless and fan base ionizers. The fan base ionizers uses its fan to circulate air around the room rapidly but it is noisier and consumes more energy, while the fanless types distribute air slowly hence take a longer time to purify air but are noiseless and energy efficient.

**Electrostatic precpitator:**
An electrostatic precipitator (ESP) is a filtration device that removes fine particles, like dust and smoke, from a flowing gas using the force of an induced electrostatic charge minimally impeding the flow of gases through the unit. The most basic precipitator contains a row of thin vertical wires, and followed by a stack of large flat metal plates oriented vertically, with the plates typically spaced about 1 cm to 18 cm apart, depending on the application. The airstream flows horizontally through the spaces between the wires, and then passes through the stack of plates. A wet electrostatic precipitator (WESP or wet ESP) operates with water vapor saturated air streams (100% relative humidity). WESPs are commonly used to remove liquid droplets. The first portable electrostatic air filter systems for homes was marketed in 1954 by Raytheon. Ultra violet germicidal irradiation (UVIG) for fomites and High efficiency particulate air (HEPA) have been the other alternatives used previously for SARS, and these methods could be used in combination.

**Balloon- in-nylon-nets droplet catcher:**
This is a cheap, low technology alternative to commercial electrostatic precipitators. This can be made in any household without much effort and cost. Balloons should be snugly contained in nylon nets fixed at a low height to the floor of a bigger room of the household where bigger gathering may occur. Balloons low down will rub against the nylon, producing electrostatic charge, which will attract falling and passing droplets and droplet nuclei.

Presence of this assembly fixed to the floor will also create social distance as an added advantage. This assembly could be fixed to wheeled copper-plated flat vehicle, which could be sprayed with disinfectant and moved outside in the sun to kill the virus.
Greenhouse and copper plating:
SARS-CoV-2 should be quite similar to SARS CoV. The main route of transmission of SARS CoV infection is presumed to be respiratory droplets. The dried virus on smooth surfaces retained its viability for over 5 days at temperatures of 22–25°C and relative humidity of 40–50%, that is, typical air-conditioned environments. However, virus viability was rapidly lost (>3 log10) at higher temperatures and higher relative humidity (e.g., 38°C, and relative humidity of >95%).31 In a greenhouse, higher temperature would not be suitable for the virus to survive long. Moreover, direct UV light from the sun will accelerate its death. Copper plated furniture and copper covered floor will also make the surfaces less friendly for the virus. 30

Conclusion
COVID-19 pandemic have raised worldwide concern & anxiety. We should know the disease to fight it better. Modern science enables us to do so. At the same time, we should do the basics right. Besides high tech approach against the virus we should also look for a few innovations which have the least chance of tampering with the nature but as effective as ever. Doing the right thing rightly at the right time, is what is required most now. The scientists should propagate the core knowledge and instructional guideline from the discoveries they have made. This article tries to provide the core knowledge, and also encourage to innovate.
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